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Connected Digital Innovation 
 

The digital age is transforming how 

manufacturing and high-tech companies 

innovate today. Digitization is driving product 

lifecycles shorter and is forcing new ways to 

innovate faster. To succeed, companies will 

need to adapt and execute much faster than the 

competition. Oracle’s Connected Digital 

Innovation solution is a modern cloud platform 

which enables a digital thread to track the 

complete lifecycle of products from idea 

inception through release, in-field use and 

service. This closed-loop innovation cycle 

integrates quality data, user feedback, IoT-

enabled product usage analysis, and 

collaboration across the value chain. The result 

is a reduction in the time it takes to get the right 

products and services to market while 

improving quality and customer satisfaction.  

IMPROVE INNOVATION PIPELINE AND ONLY 

PROGRESS THE BEST IDEAS 

Today, most High Tech and Manufacturing companies are resource constrained. 

With the need for rapidly shrinking product lifecycles, companies can only afford to 

invest fully in the very best innovation ideas. A defined process with objective 

evaluation criteria should be used to identify the right ideas to move forward. 

 Oracle’s Innovation Management Cloud helps to build an innovation pipeline 

fueled by ideas collected from external and internal sources IoT data for 

detailed product usage, new requirements and product concepts. 

 

 

 

“Today, 63 percent of 

CEOs say that rather 

than waiting to be 

disrupted, their 

organizations are 

actively disrupting its 

sector, up from 54 

percent in 2018.” 
- KPMG, 2019 Global CEO Outlook 

 

 

Key features 

 Universal closed loop feedback & 

idea capture from all sources 

 Analyze portfolio strategy and 

evaluate proposals to determine 

best opportunities 

 Collaboratively manage 

engineering change orders to 

capture design iterations 

 Analyze and Enhance Items and 

BOMs for supply chain release; 

sourcing and manufacturing 

readiness, and sales 

commercialization 

 Automate project management 

and execution across global 

operations 

 Rationalize product portfolio and 

mix 
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 The very best ideas can be easily identified by analyzing projected costs, 

revenue, and risk factors using the Portfolio Analysis capabilities included in 

Oracle’s Innovation Management Cloud. 

 

IMPROVE TIME TO MARKET RESULTING IN INCREASED 

MARKET SHARE 

New disruptive technologies including IoT, Cloud, and 3D printing are taking the need 

for speed in innovation to the next level and beyond. The continued growth of 

software led innovation is significantly shrinking product release cycles. Connecting 

all the digital assets and detailed specifications with a digital thread simplifies the 

product release process allowing every organization to simultaneously access the 

technical data packages they need to drive a successful launch. 

 Product Development Cloud helps to efficiently develop and manage new 

products and engineering change requirements. 

 Oracle’s Product Data Hub Cloud helps to rapidly and efficiently 

commercialize products for globalized manufacturing and multi-channel 

commerce. Managing and tracking all the product data throughout the 

process reduces data errors and improves quality. 

 Product Data Hub Cloud combined with part rationalization enriches 

customer’s part data, improves sourcing, saves money, and helps faster new 

product introduction. 

IMPROVE QUALITY ACROSS AND DRIVE CONTINUOUS 

IMPROVEMENT 

Manage quality in products and services to exceed customer expectations by 

integrating enterprise wide quality processes across product development, 

manufacturing, customer service, and digital asset monitoring. Drive quality best 

practices across the enterprise and identify and resolve quality issues collaboratively 

as they occur. 

 Quality Management Cloud drives best practices from issue to resolution 

with a unified platform for enabling quality, visibility, collaboration and 

execution. 

 Oracle’s Product Data Hub Cloud securely controls your enterprise product 

data & processes. The Digital Thread can be tracked in the Enterprise 

Product Record to capture as-designed, as-planned, as-built, as-sold, as-

performed and as-serviced. 

 Oracle Analytics Cloud provides valuable root-cause and performance 

related insights from the as-performed and as-built data. Quality issues are 

uncovered quickly to improve future performance of the product. 

 Oracle Cloud services embedded with 3D-Model based product data, 

assembly instructions, and product details enable efficient and error-free 

communication of product information between engineering, 

manufacturing, procurement, service and sales departments. 

 

CLOSED-LOOP FEEDBACK FOR ACCELERATED 

INNOVATION 

In a world of cut-throat competition manufacturers need to closely monitor customer 

satisfaction and improve products before it’s too late. This means constantly taking 

the pulse of the markets for changing needs of customers to develop winning 

products that most accurately serve the customers’ needs. 

 

Key business benefits 

 Improve Speed to Market for new 

product introductions 

 Improve margins and increase 

market share by getting new 

products to market faster 

 Compress cycle times and reduce 

data & process errors through 

digital release and automation 

 Improve innovation and the ability 

to select the right solutions and 

services to prioritize through 

portfolio analysis 

 Reduce costs through faster 

identification and resolution of 

quality issues 

 Proactively identify and resolve 

quality issues to improve 

customer satisfaction and reduce 

the cost of quality 

 Better understand, evaluate, and 

strategically reduce product costs 

through rapid simulations and 

analysis 

 Improve sourcing efficiencies and 

reduce errors and quality issues 

through automated sourcing 

execution 



 

CONNECT WITH US 

Call +1.800.ORACLE1 or visit oracle.com. 

Outside North America, find your local office at oracle.com/contact. 

 blogs.oracle.com  facebook.com/oracle  twitter.com/oracle 
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 Oracle IoT Cloud, SCM Cloud, Social Network, Analytics Cloud, and other 

third-party applications allow manufacturers to closely monitor customer 

and market sentiments, and receive product feedback from customers. 

Tapping into direct feedback from customers allows for quick turnaround on 

product improvements and resolving issues. 

 Oracle Innovation Management aided by insights from Social Analytics on 

external factors such as political, economical, social, technological and 

environmental, will drive data driven product development for increased 

customer satisfaction and product success. 

 

MODERN DIGITAL AGE MANUFACTURING 

The Oracle Connected Digital Innovation Solution is one of several Industry Solutions 

in the Oracle portfolio that empower Manufacturers in transforming their operations. 

These industry solutions use the same modern cloud platform in providing an 

intuitive experience to business users, channel partners, and customers on the 

devices they have become accustomed to using. Oracle has the breadth of 

experience, security, and global presence to be a trusted partner in your digital 

transformation journey. 
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